anthropological expedition to Australia, "for I have never met a savage in my life". But most of his working life hovered between Cambridge and London.
More philosophical than most of his writings, and less meticulously documented, is "Psyche 's Task" (1909; 1913) , a "discourse concerning the influence of superstition on the growth of institutions" ; while "Folklore in the Old Testament" and the "Fasti" already mentioned are essentially books of reference like the "Pausanias". In Dr. Bestermann's bibliography of eighty-four pages (1934) titles referring to Plato, Addison, Cowper, Sir Roger de Coverley, Condorcet and Renan attest wide literary interests and a facile pen. Failure of eyesight did not abate Frazer's industry or enthusiasm ; but he printed little after 1934.
J. L. MYRES.
Sir James Frazer was the personification of quiet industrious scholarship, very little moved by the vast accumulation of honours which came to him, and sometimes almost bewildered by publicity. His interest in religious matters was a key to a good deal in his character and work. Having begun by expounding classical culture as a growth and expansion from prehistoric germs, he was deeply and reverently imbued with the idea of evolution in reJ.igion in general. Tho fact that so many religions in such diverse ways express a consciousness of sin seemed to him an important factor in the interpretation of religion in general. At the same time a good deal of his critical influence arose from his appreciation of the fact that stories of virgin birth, resurrection and other ideas of the kind belonged to many religions and expressed provisional ideas rather than authoritative dogmas to be permanently associated with any one religion.
He often explained that he was essentially the disciple of Robertson Smith, whose "Religion of the Semites" stands out as one of the landmarks of the advance of thought in this field. His laboriousness was linked with a literary power of a high order and a purity of thought which made him a unique and somewhat detached figure in our time. He might be described as a man who extended Darwin's fundamental thought into the field of religious belief and practice, and his influence here is likely to be cumulative as the years pass. Particular conclusions that he may have reached from time to time were changed as he gained more light, and they will no doubt be further changed. His work may thus be built over, but it is Robertson Smith and Frazer who have in a very special degree charted the way to a new and naturalistic approach that must change many things ci.n current thought and belief.
H. J. FLEURE.
When Sir James Frazer's coffin rested in Trinity College Chapel on May 14, it was most fittingly graced with a bough of mistletoe. For if of Sir James's three hundred or so publications "The Golden Bough" alone had survived, his fame would be only a little less than it is, and were "Totemism
